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By Geneva White 
Campus editor
As delays continue to plague the renovation of
Gregg Triad computer lab, the campus is short more
than  60 computers for student use. 
Holes in the floor of Gregg Triad and the need for
networking are among several renovations continuing
to delay the opening of a 24-hour computer lab in the
former dining center.
The wait for renovations and networking comple-
tion is affecting Booth Library’s computer lab. Booth
Library’s media department is occupying the west side
of the Triad. Without those computers up and running,
the campus is short 64 computers for student use, said
John Henderson, director of user services.
“We have long lines in front of our computers all
day,” he said. “It’s hurting everyone. Sixty-four
machines out of the loop is a lot of machines.”
Bill Witsman, director of information technology
services, said work still needs to be done to provide
networking to the building and holes in the floor used
for venting need to be filled. Furniture for the lab also
has not yet arrived along with 50 Gateway computers
ordered in July.
“There are still a number of things that need to be
done,” he said. “There is still some work to be done to
provide networking to and in the building.”
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities editor
You didn’t have to be born or raised
in the ’60s to be a child of the ’60s.
This is what the Grass Roots told a
packed Lantz Gymnasium Saturday at
the “Rockin’ to the New Millennium”
concert during Family Weekend. 
When the Grass Roots took the
stage, instead of saying hello and good
evening, they said “thank you and good
night,” pretending to be finished.
The band then told the audience
they were at the rock N’ roll version of
the senior tour and thanked everyone
for more than 100 years of rock N’ roll
music. 
After playing for a while, they said
to the crowd, “so you really like that
’60s music, do ya,” and the crowd went
wild.
Two reasons they gave for knowing
if someone was a child of the 60s were;
if your mother and father named you
Moon Beam, and if you thought the
Grass Roots was something you
smoked. 
The band asked for a big Eastern
round of applause before they played
their 1967 song, “Let’s Live For
Today.” After the song, they told the
audience it really makes them feel
good when they hear everyone scream-
ing and hollering. 
The band asked for everyone to sing
along with them for the last song,
“Midnight Confessions,” and then they
ended their performance saying, “See,
the Panthers really do know how to
throw a party.”
Gary Puckett took the stage first
around 8:15 p.m., and got the crowd
involved by yelling “sing along to this
one.” Puckett danced around the stage
and got the audience to clap along with
him during a guitar solo. 
Puckett took a moment during his
performance to remind everyone there
were T-shirts and CDs available, and
he also would be available to speak
with and sign autographs after the
show. 
“Gary Puckett’s cover of the John
Cougar Mellencamp song really
rocked,” said William Zahalka, a fresh-
man education major.
For the last song, the audience stood
and sang with Puckett during the
refrain, ”You better run girl, you’re
much too young girl.”
“Puckett’s performance was good,
but it was more for the parents,” said
Steve Drake, hotel management major
After the Grass Roots performed,
there was a short break and the lights
were turned off, and the audiencebegan
clapping for the Turtles to come on.
The lights started circling the stage and
the two lead singers of the band ran
onto the stage. 
The band asked the crowd who was
alive in 1965, which is when they came
out with their first hit, and after the
audience yelled back, they said “if you
remember the 60s you weren’t there.”
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By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
As Eastern is researching a possible newspaper pro-
gram that would bring three newspapers to on-campus
students, the Student Senate is looking at the program
initiated at Penn State in 1998, which is deemed a suc-
cess. 
Alan Janesh, spokesperson for Penn State, said the
program instituted in May 1998  features USA Today,
The New York Times, The Centre Daily Times, and
The Daily Collegiate.  He said the idea was originally
met with some opposition from students who did not
want their fees to go up. The fee at Penn State is $5 per
semester. 
“(There was) a minority of students who said they
didn’t want to have that fee added,” Janesh said.
Eastern is considering a program similar to the one
in place at Penn State. Although the program is free for
a trial period of four weeks, for the program to contin-
ue, there would most likely have to be a fee increase,
said Cortney McDermott, student vice president for
academic affairs. The possible fee increase would
affect only on-campus students.
Janesh said overall, the program is going very well.
Currently, there are 44 locations on the main campus
that have the newspapers available as well as eight
other annex campus locations. Janesh said the cost of
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Top: Gary Puckett sings one of his hits at the family concert Saturday night in Lantz Gymnasiumn. Puckett was also available after the
show for merchandise and autographs. Puckett opened the show by getting the audience involved and asking them to sing along
Bottom: Flo and Eddie of The Turtles start their show off with a bit referring to themselves as “Chubby Spice” and “Old Spice” Saturday
night in Lantz Gymnasium. The Turtles were the headlining performance for the family concert.
Three bands combine efforts to liven Family Weekend
See ’60S-STYLE Page 2
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SERVED WITH SOUP OR SALAD, VEGETABLE
AND CHOICE OF POTATO
ENTREE SOUP
MON. RIBEYE STEAK NAVY BEAN
TUES. COUNTRY FRIED CHICK. NOODLE
STEAK
WED. PORK CHOPS CR. OF BROC.
THURS. MEAT LOAF CR. OF POTATO
FRI. FRIED FISH CLAM CHOWD.
SAT. 1/2 CHICKEN FRENCH ONION
SUN. BBQ RIBS CHILI
D R I N K
SPECIALS
M O N . C O R O N A - $ 2 . 0 0
T U E S . BUD LIGHT-$1.50
W E D . MILLER LITE-$1.50
T H U R . BUDWEISER $1.50
F R I . M I C H E L O B - $ 1 . 5 0
SAT. DRAFT BEER- $1.00
SUN. HEINEKEN-$2.00
THE STATION
611 MONROE
348-8055
OPEN 7 DAYS 11AM-3AM
Weekends - Live Music
Mon - Open Mic
Delivery 7 days a week
4pm to 3am
$5.
95
NOTICE   NOTICE NOTICE
Due to soil testing for 
Fook Court preparations
The Martin Luther King, Jr. University
Union Metered Parking Lot
Will be Closed:
September 27, 28, & 29
Sorry for any inconvenience
Although he is unsure when
the computer lab in Gregg Triad
will open, Witsman said it should
definitely be sometime this
semester.
“I’ll be very disappointed if it
isn’t,” he said. “There’s so many
factors with a project like this”
Until the computer lab is open
to students, the lab in Student
Services will continue to function
as a 24-hour lab. The lab in
Student Services began operating
24 hours Sept. 7. Witsman said
few students have been taking
advantage of the 24-hour comput-
er lab.
“What we’re experiencing is
not a real overwhelming response
to (the computer lab),” he said.
“What we’re seeing is up till
about midnight we have quite a
few (students).”
Witsman said perhaps word
about Student Services staying
open 24-hours has not spread
enough yet. 
“We’re just trying to provide
the facilities the students have
asked for,” he said. “Right at this
point there doesn’t seem to be any
demand for any more computers
at that time of the day.”
The main reason students are
not making use of the Student
Services lab is because it is still
too early in the semester,
Henderson said. 
“It’s not crunch time,” he said.
“It’s not (time for) midterms and
finals.”
Despite low numbers during
the wee hours of the night in the
Student Services lab, Witsman
said officials still are dedicated to
meeting student demand for a 24-
hour lab. 
“We’re committed to having
the 24-hour lab that was asked
for,” he said.  
However, Witsman said the
low numbers make him question
how much the Gregg Triad lab
will be used.
“It does leave a little question-
ing to the use of staffing
resources,” he said. 
“If we have a facility that is
being used by only one or two
students, perhaps we should use
those staffing resources another
way.”
Computers
from Page 1
“The Turtles put on a good show that was
aimed more at entertaining the students,” Drake
said.
The first hit record the band had was in the
Top 10, and had three main words, “No, No, No.”
The Turtles told the audience how they
debuted “She’s My Girl” on the Ed Sullivan
show, had a song in  the movie “Ernest Goes to
Camp,” had a song in a commercial for graham
crackers cereal, a song on the “Forrest Gump”
soundtrack and made the music for the
Strawberry Shortcake cartoon and the Carebears
after working with Frank Zappa for three years. 
The band said they just wanted to remind par-
ents they have been corrupting their children for
30 years now. 
The band ended its performance with the
musical hit, “Happy Together.”
“We really enjoyed the concert; all three bands
put on great shows,” said Pat and Bill Zahalka,
parents of William Zahalka, a physical education
major.
’60s-style
from Page 1
the newspapers is fully recouped
by the end of the semester.
“It’s an incredible bargain,”
Janesh said. “It’s been very, very
successful.”
The Penn State web site shows
about 65 percent of students said
their professors referred to news
articles as part of class discus-
sions, and 20 percent said  profes-
sors required them to read a news-
paper regularly. In addition, 73
percent of participants said the
availability of newspapers in resi-
dence halls led to them reading on
a more regular basis. 
Of the students surveyed, 50
percent thought newspaper reader-
ship had improved their knowl-
edge of national and local issues,
and their ability to discuss those
topics in classroom discussions.
As well as these findings, 26
percent of male participants and
22 percent of female participants
found they could connect real life
to class concepts better by reading
a newspaper on a regular basis.
Participation in classes was
thought to be influenced by read-
ing newspapers by 29 percent of
male participants and 21 percent
of female participants.
According to the web site,
many students at Penn State said
they believed proximity and
choice were the biggest factors
when deciding whether to read a
newspaper.The most important
factor to 66 percent of on-campus
students and 47 percent of off-
campus students was where the
newspapers were located, and 61
percent of on-campus and 35 per-
cent of off-campus students said a
choice of newspapers was most
important.
Eastern is currently looking to
bring in USA Today, the Chicago
Tribune  and the Charleston Times
Courier. On-campus students
would have to pay for the pro-
gram, and newspapers would be
available in various residence
halls across campus.
McDermott said she hopes to
eliminate the need for added fees
to students by finding the money
for the program through donations
or other pools.
The national newspaper pro-
gram is instituted for a four-week
trial period. If it is received well,
the program would be instituted
full time. McDermott said
Eastern’s pilot program is sched-
uled to begin in mid-October.
Newspapers
from Page 1
More jail time for boy convicted of dropping death
WHEATON (AP) — A boy who was con-
victed of a crime that made the nation shud-
der is now headed to a state prison for anoth-
er crime committed soon after he was taken
to the Illinois Youth Center.
Jessie Rankins was only 10 when he and
an 11-year-old friend dropped 5-year-old
Eric Morse to his death from the window of
a Chicago Housing Authority high rise in
1994. He became the nation’s youngest
inmate when he was sent to the youth center
in Warrenville in 1996.
In November of that year, Rankins was
identified as one of five people who gang-
raped another inmate at the youth center.
He pleaded guilty to a criminal sexual
assault charge three months ago and Friday
DuPage County Circuit Judge Ronald
Mehling imposed a sentence of nine years in
prison.
Rankins, now a slim 15-year-old with
braided hair, bowed his head and did not
speak. He was accompanied by two Illinois
Department of Child and Family Services
caseworkers and two defense attorneys. His
father, Wade Rankins, also attended the hear-
ing.
Rankins’ case became an emblem for the
problem of youth crime.
Prosecutors said Rankins and the other
boy dropped Eric Morse to his death because
Eric refused to steal candy for them. The
crime prompted a warning from President
Clinton about kids whose “hearts can be
turned to stone by the time they are 10 or 11
years old” has resurfaced to haunt Chicago.
Because he was charged as a juvenile for
the murder, state law requires that Rankins
be released anytime before his 21st birthday.
But the new sentence requires that Rankins
be held in custody for a minimum of 4 1/2
more years, or until he is nearly 20. Rankins
could be transferred to an adult prison when
he is 17.
Rankins’ attorneys said he has a long way
to go before he can return to society. They
said Rankins is considered moderately men-
tally retarded and reads at a second-grade
level.
Wade Rankins said the system that sent
his son away has failed.
“He’s been in there ever since he was 10,”
the father said. “They took him away from
his family. That makes a person messed up.”
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
David Hall, Eastern employee, paints the outside of the Gregg Triad computer
lab Saturday morning. Many renovations are still to be completed in the lab,
before it will be up and running.
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By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
Keith Cosentino, student body
president, is a person who constant-
ly strives to challenge himself. He
attributes his motivation to his diffi-
cult childhood and his very compet-
itive personality.
“I had no positive role model in
my family as a child and that taught
me to continue to challenge your-
self to be the best you can be,” he
said.
During Cosentino’s first year at
Eastern he accepted a position as
night assistant in Carman Hall in
the fall semester of 1995, and he
also was elected into Student
Government his second semester at
Eastern. 
“Through those two responsibil-
ities, I have gotten a lot of opportu-
nities,” Cosentino said. “I saw the
opportunity to be a resident assis-
tant and I took it.”
Cosentino was a resident
assistant for three years and is cur-
rently in his fourth year as a mem-
ber of student government. He was
a Student Senate member for three
years–one semester of which he
was speaker of the Student Senate.
He said he is enjoying his year as
student body president.
“I’m loving it. I am using all the
abilities I have learned through
other responsibilities, and I like
being responsible to the students,”
he said.
He has served on two search
committees: the director of the
counseling center and vice presi-
dent for institutional advancement. 
Cosentino has been a member of
the Residence Hall Association for
four years and a member of
National Residence Hall Honorary
for three years.
And the list goes on. Cosentino
was a member of the Council of
University Planning and Budget for
one year and a member of the acad-
emic technology advisory commit-
tee for two years.
Out of all of Cosentino’s accom-
plishments, he said being a resident
assistant was the most difficult.
“Being a resident assistant was the
most challenging position because
you have to work with so many per-
sonalities and mesh them into a
community,” he said. “It was also
the most rewarding because it was
the most challenging.”
Cosentino, a senior history
major with a political science
minor, said students should focus
first on their education at college,
but there are many advantages to
being involved in other activities.
“College life has to be mostly
about academics, but being
involved in activities allows you to
meet people and gain responsibili-
ties,” he said. “Being involved has
helped my social skills and taught
me how to handle responsibilities.”
Although he has little free time,
Cosentino said he makes time for
friends and other students.
“I have kept in close contact
with friends and have been a nor-
mal student throughout my involve-
ment in activities,” he said. “If I
ever lost touch with students I
wouldn’t be much of a student
leader.”
Cosentino’s future goals also are
motivated by his love of a chal-
lenge. He said he plans to attend
graduate school and work in the
student affairs field through a grad-
uate student assistantship. He
would like to get his master’s
degree in either higher education
administration or most likely– edu-
cational psychology.
“Sometime after that I want to
enroll in law school and get my
jurist doctorate,” Cosentino said.
“I’m not planning on being a
lawyer, I just want the challenge.”
Cosentino’s plans don’t stop
there. He said he plans to further his
education by getting his doctorate
in higher education administration.
“I plan to be vice president or
president of a university someday,”
he said. “If the opportunity is
afforded me, I will also run for a
public office position such as
mayor, state senator or congress-
man.”
When Cosentino is not busy
with academics or activities, he
enjoys the complexity of a game of
bridge over the Internet.
“I’m obsessed with playing
bridge,” he said. “I play bridge
everyday for about an hour and a
half.”
Cosentino said he learned how
to play chess and poker when he
was only 4. 
“I spent a lot of time with adults
when I was younger,” he said. “I
guess if you spend a lot of time
around intelligent people, you’ll be
more intelligent.”
Student body president has high aspirations
Monday
profile
By Matt Neistein
City editor
Several bar owners in
Charleston are supportive of the
Charleston City Council’s ordi-
nance to extend bar hours on
Friday and Saturday nights until 2
a.m.
Owners said they understand
the ordinance, if passed, would be
an extra measure of responsibility.
But Shannon Sherwood, owner of
Friends and Co.; Mike Knoop,
owner of Roc’s; and Kevin
McGougan, owner of the
Uptowner, said they are up to the
task.
McGougan attended the City
Council meeting and told council
members he was glad the city was
showing faith in bars and their
proprietors.
“Sure, it’s great for bar own-
ers,” he said. “We spend a lot of
money keeping out kids under 21
... I think we should have more
responsibility if the city is willing
to work with us.”
Sherwood agreed there are def-
inite benefits to being open an
extra hour.
“If they’re willing to give me a
couple more hours on the week-
end, I’ll take it,” she said. 
But that doesn’t mean her phi-
losophy will change.
“We’re very conscious that 
we’re selling alcohol, not lol-
lipops,” she said. “It’s already a
daily thing for us ... to monitor
what we’re serving to whom.”
Knoop, whose mother, Marge
Knoop, serves on the City
Council, downplayed the ordi-
nance’s impact.
“It’s only 60 minutes,” he said.
“I’m for it ... if we can slow down
some of the (after hours) parties, it
would be an incredible move.”
Knoop said a plan should have
been instituted earlier.
Both McGougan and Knoop
emphasized students’ role in mak-
ing the ordinance more than a
temporary experiment.
“If the students and us can
work together on this, it will be
successful,” Knoop said.
McGougan said the Student
Senate’s proposed peer coopera-
tion program was a key part of the
ordinance’s success.
“They need to get on the stick,”
he said. 
If the program had been pre-
sented in detail to the City Council
on Tuesday, McGougan said he
thinks the ordinance would have
been passed outright, and not just
placed on public display.
“It should have been voted on
then,” he said.
As for the increase in business,
the owners agreed it would be
beneficial to the community. 
Mayor Dan Cougill said if
alcohol-related crime does not
decrease, which is the goal of the
ordinance, then the positive
effects local businesses will prob-
ably experience won’t be worth
making the ordinance permanent.
“We all would like to have an
extra tax base in the community,”
Knoop said.
The owners sympathize with
Charleston residents upset with
disturbances caused by students
who have been drinking.
McGougan said he “totally”
agrees with residents who spoke at
the City Council meeting and
related incidents involving intoxi-
cated students damaging proper-
ties and being overly loud.
Knoop concurred.
“I understand the public’s
problem as far as the damage to
community property,” he said.
Bar owners support extended hours  
Establishments ready to accept additional responsibility for patrons
... I think we should have
more responsibility if the
city is willing to work with
us.
Kevin McGougan,
owner of the Uptowner
“
”
Monday is Parent Recovery Nite
at
Win a gift certificate to 
TGI Fridays in Effingham
and other prizes from Miller Lite
$1 16oz. Drafts $3 Pitchers
PLUS.....$1.25 Bottles & Cocktails
You d
eserve
 
a brea
k!
Every  Wednesday NO LIMIT!!!
Wild 
Wednesday
Medium
Pepperoni
Pizza
$3.63
(carry out only)
If you’re reading this...
so are they.
advertise.
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Heather Marenda, bartender at Marty’s and a senior communication disorders
and sciences major, pours a drink Wednesday night at Marty’s on 1666 Fourth
St. Marty’s is just one of the Charleston bars that would benefit with the extend-
ed weekend hours.
It’s always the squeaky
wheel that gets grease
These last few weeks have seen
two good letters to the local university
student newspaper that show some of
our students have learned the squeaky
wheel gets the grease.
First, one young lady found the
new restaurant on the University
Union replacing McDonalds had
brought its own menu and prices
along with it. The new prices were
above those of the former restaurant.
She let the public know she didn’t
like it.
Second, one young man found that
a local supplier of PC modems did
not want to stand behind its warranty
of quality and service. He let others
know about it when he was stiffed in
trying to work out some correction or
obtain a suitable replacement. Since a
small court claim would cost more
than another modem, he let the public
know that a supplier is only as good
and its warranties work.
J.S. Chatzky writing a  last page
editorial in the October 1999 issue of
MONEY magazine titled it “Send it
Back.” She was writing about a well
done steak that came with a blood red
center or similar food. She indicated
that the same treatment should be
accorded any item purchased that was
not what it should be. Send it back to
the person or store you bought it from
— not the manufacturer. You didn’t
buy it from the manufacturer.
Several years ago, Joyce Goodall,
a sociologist from Colorado, was
doing some sociological/economic
research in Peru and Ecuador. She
and her companions came to the real-
ization that it was the people who
complained that got the wheel rolling
for progress. When she and her fellow
researchers came back to the goof old
U. S. of A. they found that most of
our citizens would not object, send it
back, gripe or complain. She encour-
aged those of us who could to begin
to do so and make this country work.
Gripe and complain, but do it nicely
so that he correct job will get done
every time.
The best example of objecting of
recent note was found among those
faculty union nonmembers at the uni-
versity in 1996-1997 who objected to
being treated wrong. They objected!
Result: A $200 to $300 restitution for
being assessed in an improper man-
ner. This year, if  those nonmembers
object properly, the restitution should
be from $400 to $600. But if you are
a nonmember you must object to be
treated correctly. After all, it is the
wheel that squeaks the most that gets
the dollars back and correct service.
The American public must learn to
gripe and complain until those serving
and selling the message. Do it right
the first time. 
Lewis H. Coon
Charleston resident
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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This week events for Eastern PresidentCarol Surles’ inauguration will begin andstudents should take the opportunity to bea part of the celebration.
Organizers have invited everyone on campus to
all of the events, which include panel discussions,
lectures and exhibits.
These events are not limited to a single education-
al area. Various departments are sponsoring the
events all over campus.
This weeks’ events begin Tuesday with a a panel
discussion on “Teaching and Learning through
Research.”
Thursday  a lecture will be held on post-baccalau-
reate programs.
On Friday, an exhib-
it from the University
Archives on Eastern’s
presidents will open and
will run through Nov.
30.
Events will continue next week with lecture from
the College of Education and Professional Students
and a concert by Eastern Symphony Orchestra.
The events are not limited to resources on cam-
pus. Some speakers will be traveling from other
schools.
The inaugural keynote address will be delivered
by Stanley Ikenberry, president of the American
Council on Education and President Emeritus at
University of Illinois, and the lecture on post-bac-
calaureate programs will be presented by George
Walker, vice president for research and dean of the
Graduate School at Indiana University.
With the wide variety of topics and the various
speakers, students can use the programs as an oppor-
tunity to expand their knowledge.
The lectures touch on relevant topics to every
major on campus and some are relevant to multiple
majors.
In addition to widening their learning experi-
ences, students can show their support for both their
new president and their school.
The inauguration is intended to welcome Surles
to Eastern and there is no better welcome for the
new president than the support of the student body.
Supporting
our president
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
A president either is constantly on top of the
events or, if he hesitates, events will soon be in top
of him. I never felt that I could let up for a single
moment.
Harry S Truman
33rd U.S. President, 1884-1972
Surles’ inauguration
The inauguration events should
appeal to everyone on campus
and students should take the
opportunity to attend to support
President Surles.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
The Student ServicesBuilding —one wouldthink the namesimplies a building
housing services aimed toward
students. And to the untrained
eye, Eastern’s Student Services
Building almost fits the bill. It
contains a computer lab, Career
Services and computer user ser-
vices. Upon further review,
though, the Student Services
Building could do a lot more to
cater to students’ needs.
Take for example testing services. All Eastern students
are required to take certain tests to graduate — the writing
competency exam in particular. One would think Student
Services would be a good place to register for the writing
comp., but no, it’s in Blair Hall.
Now, having to go to Blair isn’t so bad, but if you regis-
ter for the writing comp. and then have to cancel, you get
the runaround. First you have to go to some office in
Student Services to cancel your registration for the first test.
After the give you the spiel about only getting a 50 percent
refund on the first test they send you over to Blair to register
for the second test.
Maybe it’s just me, but wouldn’t it make better sense to
have all testing services operations in the same building. It
would save everybody a little time.
Another example — applying to graduate. Being a jour-
nalism major, I have to apply to graduate in the College of
Arts and Humanities office, which is conveniently located in
the Fine Arts Building. 
Now it doesn’t sound too bad having to walk to the Fine
Arts Building to apply to graduate until you find out you
have to walk all the way to the Cashier’s Office to pay to
apply to graduate. I take my dog on shorter walks than that.
The Cashier’s Office, in case you didn’t already know, is
conveniently located in Old Main.
I should say that I have not yet applied to graduate
because I just haven’t found a
day yet when I have been in a
good enough mood to walk all
around campus just to make sure
I have taken all the classes I
need to graduate.
Since all the students on this
campus have to apply to gradu-
ate, it would be nice if the uni-
versity could find a central loca-
tion to house the offices people
need to go to to apply. It would-
n’t even take that much of an
effort.
All the university would have to do is put a few clerical
people in an office in, oh say the Student Services Building,
and students could go to the office to fill out the paper work
to graduate. From there, the university could utilize a little
thing called campus mail and mail the forms and checks to
the appropriate offices. Doesn’t sound to hard does it?
And let’s not forget the library renovations that have
required students to work even harder to get information for
papers. Talk about a headache. Let me think. Which build-
ing are the periodical is? And what about books about
American presidents. Where are they at?
Let’s face it. The university hasn’t done too much to
make life easy on the students. You would think a university,
which exists simply to educate people, would make an effort
to make things easy on the people that pay its bills. Not here
though.
I have an idea for the Campus Master Plan. Why don’t
all the administrators get together and think about a way to
make the Student Services Building provide services for stu-
dents. Either that or they should get together and rename the
building. How about “A Bunch of Random Offices We
Decided to Throw Together in This Building.”
Student Services: Not what the name implies
“Upon further
review, though, the
Student Services
Building could do
a lot more to cater
to students’
needs.”
Meghan McMahon
Editorial page editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Meghan McMahon is a senior journalism major and a biweek-
ly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cumkm7@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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C H O O S I N G   H A P P I N E S S -
This workshop will address the concept of happiness and
how to achieve a higher level of happiness by being more
mindful of meaning in life’s experiences.  
Sandy Cox, Counseling Center
Tuesday, September 28, 1999 at 7:00pm
Effingham Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Advertisers wanted
t h e
d a i l y
eastern
n e w s
w o u l d
l o v e
to see 
y o u r
a d
here 
Lunch 11am-2pm
Chicken Salad Sandwich w/chips  $3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Smothered Chicken, choice of 2 sides 
& side salad $6.50
345-STIX
Never a Cover •  Dance Floor w/DJ 
Full Service Beer Garden 
open Everyday & Night
Monday Night Football
20 oz drafts $1.50
All you can eat buffet 
$4.95
AST
Alpha Sigma Tau
would like to announce our new members
Meningitis immunizations available
By Jamie Moore
Staff writer
Health Services will offer a
meningitis immunization clinic
this week to ensure Eastern stu-
dents are protected from the dead-
ly disease.
The clinic will be held today at
Carman Hall, Tuesday at Andrews
Hall, Wednesday at Lawson Hall
and Thursday at Stevenson Hall
from 4 to 6:30 p.m. each day. The
immunization costs $70, which
can be paid by cash or check or
can be billed to university
accounts.
The symptoms of meningitis
mimic those of the common cold
and flu, said Lynette Drake, clini-
cal services director. Symptoms
include a fever higher than 101
degrees, a severe sudden headache
accompanied by mental changes
such as mood swings and disorien-
tation, sensitivity to light, abdomi-
nal discomfort, body aches and 
pains.
Other symptoms include
extreme fatigue, nausea, vomiting
and rashes that appear as red or
purple-black spots that resemble
bruising.
Because the disease has such a
rapid progression, taking as little
as 12 hours to develop, a student
experiencing two or more of these
symptoms concurrently should
consult medical care immediately,
Drake said.
She said each year meningitis
strikes about 2,800 Americans,
resulting in approximately 300
deaths. While it strikes so
few–one case per 100,000 people–
it can be deadly if not treated
properly.
“The disease is spread through
oral contact only,” Drake said.
“Activities such as kissing, sharing
eating utensils, cigarettes or drink-
ing glasses and coughing or sneez-
ing in someone’s face.”
Drake also said certain social
behaviors such as exposure to pas-
sive and active smoking, bar
patronage and excessive alcohol
consumption, may put students at
an increased risk for the disease.
The vaccine, which has been
offered at Health Services for three
years, is targeted at students
between the ages of 18 to 24,
Drake said.  While it is targeted
toward college students, anyone is
eligible to receive it.
The vaccine is believed to be
affective for three to five years.
Administrators pleased
with enrollment figures
By Geneva White
Campus editor
Although Eastern’s enrollment
for this semester was at a slight
decrease from last fall, officials say
they are not concerned and are wel-
coming the decline. 
According to the 10-day roster
reports, Eastern’s enrollment for
fall is 11,226 - down from 11,735
last year. Eastern nearly reached its
goal of 10,500 on-campus students
with 2,212 freshman, 2,054 sopho-
mores, 2,307 juniors, 2,838 seniors
and 1,037 graduate students. 
Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, said he is pleased
with enrollment for this fall.
“We are not disappointed in this
enrollment,” he said. “We’re pretty
pleased with where we came in.”
Hencken said the enrollment
office began figuring the size of
senior classes in high schools and
the size of Eastern’s graduating
classes in September 1998. It was
estimated Eastern would have
about 10,500 on-campus students
this fall. Coming within range of
the goal is important to ensure stu-
dents are able to get into the classes
they want, Hencken said. 
“If we would have had 150 more
people, we would have had difficul-
ty getting classes,” he said. 
Bill Schnackel, director of hous-
ing and dining services, said the
University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign admitted  more stu-
dents than normal this year, and this
may have played a role in the
decrease in enrollment because stu-
dents tend to select U of I over
Eastern.
“We’re often the second choice,”
Schnackel said. 
Competition with other colleges
has encouraged Eastern to improve
recruitment efforts, Hencken said. 
To recruit students, Hencken
said Eastern often calls high
schools and contacts students who
send in ACT scores. An open house
also is held once a year for potential
students. 
“Every year we continue to
refine what we do to get better and
better because other universities are
doing the same thing,” he said.
“There’s always competition to get
good students.”
The 10-day roster reports also
revealed an increase in minority
enrollment this  fall. Minority
enrollment currently is at 917 – up
from 864. 
Hencken said Eastern has done
more to recruit minority students in
recent years.
“We’ve been putting a lot of
effort into recruiting additional
Latinos, African Americans and
Latinos,” Hencken said. “In the last
three years, we’ve stepped up our
effort for minority enrollment.”
The reports also showed women
continue to outnumber men on
Eastern’s campus. The female pop-
ulation is at 6,616 this fall while the
male population is at 4,410. 
Hencken said the reason for the
abundance of female students is
because education is a popular
major at Eastern and a major
women tend to choose more than
men.
“Education is one of the top
degrees we offer,” Hencken said. “I
think that has a lot to do with it.”
The disease is spread
through oral contact only.
Activities such as kissing,
sharing eating utensils, ciga-
rettes or drinking glasses
and coughing or sneezing in
someone’s face.
Lynette Drake,
clinical services director
“
”
By Nichole Claus
Staff writer
Charleston’s Chamber of Commerce is holding a
Chamber Awareness Event this week to recruit area
businesses.
Sunday began Charleston’s annual “Chamber of
Commerce Week.” Area merchants are being encour-
aged to join the Chamber and take part in local events
such as the Chamber Awareness Event on Tuesday.
The Chamber Awareness Event will be held in the
Best Western Worthington Inn Banquet Room at 7:30
a.m. A continental breakfast will be served and mer-
chants can register to win door prizes. Board members
also will be available to answer any questions business
owners may have.
Cindy Titus, the executive director of the Charleston
Chamber, said the goal for the Chamber Awareness
Event was “to reach a large group of people at one time
... 150 prospective members are invited.”
This year also marks the 80th anniversary of the
Chamber, and the theme for the new membership year
is Chamber T.E.A.M. 2000-Together Everyone
Achieves More.
Titus said the theme: “Just seemed to work. It rep-
resents a sum total of everyone working together.”
Awareness week to recruit area businesses
Clinics offered to prevent students from contracting the disease
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n Panel Discussion: Teaching and Learning Through Research
The panel discussion will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
n Guest Lecture: Quality and Resources: The Lifeblood of Post-
Baccalaureate Programs
George Walker, vice president for research and dean of the Graduate
School at Indiana University will lecture at 3:30 p.m. Sept. 30 in the
Roberson Auditorium in Room 122 of Lumpkin Hall.
n Exhibit from the University Archives: Eastern’s Eight Presidents
The exhibit will be on display from Oct. 1 - Nov. 30 in the McAfee
Branch and Gregg Branch of Booth Library.
n College of Education and Professional Studies Lecture: Ya Gotta’
Have Heart.
M. Thomas Woodall, professor of physical education will lecture at
7:30 p.m. on Oct. 6 in the Phipps Lecture Hall in the Physical Science
Building.
n Concert: Eastern Symphony Orchestra
The orchestra will preform at 3 p.m. on Oct. 10 in the Dvorak Concert
Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
n Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences Lecture:
Values in Higher Education: Some Perspectives
David Bateman, Lumpkin distinguished professor will lecture at 7:30
p.m. on Oct. 12 in the Gilomen Auditorium in Lumpkin Hall.
n College of Sciences Lecture: Adventures in Phosphorus Chemistry-
Thirty Years in the Laboratory
Richard Keiter, professor of chemistry will present the lecture at 7:30
p.m. on Oct. 13 in the Phipps Lecture Hall in the Physical Science
Building.
n Inauguration Symposium Invited Guest Lecture: Ethics and
Responsible Business Practices
Barbara Ley Toffler will lecture on ethics and responsible business
practices consulting at 7 p.m. on Oct. 19 in the University Ballroom of the
University Union.
n College of Arts and Humanities Lecture: Our Mummies/Ourselves:
British Mummy Narratives at the turn of the Century
Ruth Hoberman, professor of English will give the lecture at 7:30 p.m.
on Oct. 21 in Buzzard Auditorium in Buzzard Hall.
n Inaugural Keynote Address
Stanley Ikenberry, President American Council on Education,
President Emeritus, University of Illinois will deliver the address at 10 a.m.
on Oct. 27 in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
n Panel presentation: Instructional Technology: Past Practices and
Future Potential in the Classroom
Facilitator: Will Hine, dean of the School of Adult and Continuing
Education Panelists: Bill Gibbs, media services, Pat Fewell, instructional
media, Tim McCollum, Charleston Middle School will participate in the
discussion from noon-1:30 p.m. in the 1895 Room of the University Union
n Professional Development: Sixth Annual Stockman Institute
Nov. 12.
At a Glance
Inagural events
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
Faculty Senate members
Tuesday will take a look at the stu-
dent conduct code and review fac-
ulty survey results, said Bonnie
Irwin, chair of Faculty Senate.
The meeting will be held at 2
p.m. in Room 2504 in Buzzard
Hall.
Irwin said the student and fac-
ulty relations committee will
review the student conduct code
and senate members will pass
their suggestions on to the stu-
dent conduct code review com-
mittee.
Senate members also will con-
tinue a conversation from last week
concerning the faculty survey
results.
“Last week, we talked about fac-
ulty concerns as a whole, whether
they were positive or negative con-
cerns,” Irwin said. “This week, we
will discuss differences of opinion
among the colleges or differences
among ranks.”
There are some discrepancies in
faculty concerns, but many faculty
members are in agreement on what
issues are important to the universi-
ty, Irwin said.
“We’re hoping to adjourn the
meeting early to go to the panel
discussion, Teaching and
Learning Through Research,”
Irwin said.
The panel discussion is part of
the schedule of events for the inau-
guration of Eastern President Carol
Surles. Both Irwin and John Best,
vice chair of Faculty Senate are
scheduled to attend.
By Meghan McMahon
Staff editor
The inauguration of Eastern
President Carol Surles and the
events leading up to it will cost the
university $25,000, with most of
the costs going to pay for printing,
mail and food at receptions.
Bonnie Irwin, chair of the sym-
posium committee, a subcommit-
tee of the presidential inaugura-
tion committee, said the $25,000
figure was selected because it was
affordable.
“There was a general agree-
ment that we certainly shouldn’t
spend more than we could afford,”
she said.
Irwin said it is possible the
committee could come in under
budget, but that will not be known
until after the inauguration and all
the events associated with it.
“It’s kind of like planning a
wedding,” Irwin said. “Most of the
money goes to printing costs,
mailing costs and food for the
receptions.”
The money for the inaugura-
tion will come from the presi-
dent’s office budget, said Jill
Nilsen, acting vice president for
external relations.
Nilsen said the budget was
established through preliminary
estimates for the total cost of all
the events.
“We did some rough estimates
and thought $25,000 was enough
money,” she said.
Irwin said the speakers from on
campus are not being paid for
their services.
“Most of the on-campus speak-
ers are doing it for the good of the
campus,” she said.
Events began Thursday and
include speakers from a variety of
disciplines across campus.
Keynote speaker Stanley
Ikenberry from the American
Council on Education will speak
at 10 a.m. Oct. 27 in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Surles will be inaugurated at
1:30 p.m. Oct. 29 in Lantz
Gymnasium. A reception in the
Grand Ballroom will follow.
Faculty Senate to look at conduct code
By Chris Maley
Staff writer
A panel of students and faculty members from the
College of Sciences will present their research findings
and experiences Tuesday.
The panel discussion will be at 3 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The College of Sciences will hold the discussion in
an attempt to “celebrate the things we do at Eastern
Illinois University well and to showcase the educational
experiences students are getting doing research,” said
John Best, professor of psychology and moderator of the
panel. 
The event will “show faculty and students the specif-
ic and rewarding experiences they can get, (and) learn
what (students) usually wouldn’t get in a classroom,”
Best said.
The panel will be made up of three students and three
faculty members from the College of Sciences and Best. 
The students are: Kevin Baumann, a geology/geogra-
phy major; Annie Davis, a psychology major and Rita
Klein, graduate student of biological sciences. Faculty
members include Robert Fischer, associate professor of
biology; Barbara Lawrence, associate professor of
chemistry and Steve Scher, assistant professor of psy-
chology.
The diversity of student research projects at Eastern
will be displayed, along with “research that was under-
taken by students in collaboration with faculty mem-
bers,” Best said. 
Presentations of this nature are potentially important
to any student who is interested in working with faculty
on research projects, Best said.
The research panel is just one of the many events tak-
ing place in the next two months that will celebrate
Eastern and lead up to the Oct. 29 inauguration of
Eastern President Carol Surles.
The event is free and open to everyone.
Inauguration to cost $25,000
Panel discussion celebrates Eastern
Money to come from the president’s office budget
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TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING
GLASSES IN AN HOUR 
(...OR SO)
Featuring... Discounts for EIU Faculty and Students
¥ 20/20 Plan ¥
Just show EIU I.D. - Call for details
One Hour Service
Glass or Plastic Lenses ¥ Bifocals
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
FREE
ADJUST-
MENTS
CROSS COUNTY MALL • MATTOON, IL
PHONE 235-1100
No other
discounts
apply
Dr.
Steve
Lane,
O.D.
$10 off any eye exam or
complete contact package
the daily eastern news
advertise.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —Too
little sleep can slow you down as
much as too many drinks. 
That’s the conclusion of a Stanford
University study of people with mild
to moderate sleep apnea: people
whose breathing stops several or
even dozens of times an hour, inter-
rupting their sleep without their
knowledge. 
About 12 million Americans have
the problem but fewer than 2 million
of them have been diagnosed,
according to the American Sleep
Apnea Association’s Web site. The
undiagnosed figure may be as high
as 25 million, according to
Stanford’s Sleep Disorders Clinic
and Research Center. 
People known to have apnea did
as poorly on a test of reaction time as
people who were too drunk to drive a
bus or truck in California, said Dr.
Nelson B. Powell of the Stanford
center. 
On three of seven measurements,
they did worse than people too drunk
to drive at all in California and other
states where the legal test is a blood
alcohol content of .08 percent. 
Powell said he wanted to under-
score the dangers of driving while
sleepy, whether or not it’s because of
apnea. 
“How many times have you or
anybody you’ve known been nod-
ding off at the wheel, or said, ‘Gee,
I’ve got to roll the window down or
turn the music louder’?” he said. “I’d
bet every driver, at one time or anoth-
er has driven too tired. We know it’s
wrong but we still do it.”
Powell presented his study Sunday
at the annual convention American
Academy of Otolaryngology-Head
and Neck Surgery Foundation, Inc. 
“This is a wonderful study,” said
Dr. Regina Walker, an associate pro-
fessor of otolaryngology at Loyola
University in Chicago. “It is an
extremely well-thought-out, well-
controlled, prospective study that is
looking at something I think is of
great significance.”
The study looked at 80 volunteers
and 113 people with apnea. The vol-
unteers’ average age was 29; 56 per-
cent were women. In contrast, 81
percent of the apnea patients were
men, and their average age was 47. 
However, statistical analysis ruled
out age and gender as reasons for the
difference, Powell said. 
All of the people took a 10-minute
test of reaction speed, pushing a but-
ton to turn off a randomly set light.
After four tests to get their baseline
reaction time, the comparison group
started drinking 80-proof alcohol..
Too little sleep same as too much booze
Attorney General Ryan wants power to sue over FOI violations
Three states’ late-term abortion laws
deemed unconstitutional by court
BLOOMINGTON (AP) —
Attorney General Jim Ryan
promised to seek the power to sue
public bodies that illegally withhold
public documents and, for the first
time, to request fines for violators. 
Ryan said Saturday that a
statewide investigation by Illinois
newspapers found too many exam-
ples of local officials refusing to
release public information. Citizens
who are turned away have no
options but giving up or going to
court, he said. 
The state’s attorney and local
prosecutors should have the power
to mediate disputes over public
documents, Ryan said — giving
people a way to seek information
without the expense and hassle of
suing. 
“Whether refusal to turn over
records for public scrutiny is due to
ignorance or to conceal informa-
tion, we must take steps to open up
the process. A free flow of public
information is essential in a democ-
ratic society,” he told the Illinois
Associated Press Editors
Association. 
Ryan’s proposal was prompted
by an unprecedented test of Illinois’
Freedom of Information Act.
Fifteen news organizations, coordi-
nated by the editors association,
joined forces to request public doc-
uments from local governments in
every Illinois county. 
Two-thirds of the time, local
officials refused to release the
information immediately. More
than one-quarter of the time, they
never provided the documents,
even after be allowed the two
weeks permitted in the law to com-
pile the records or seek legal
advice. 
Sometimes officials seemed not
to realize the documents— which
ranged from lists of public records
to travel vouchers to the names of
people in the local jail —were
open to the public. In other cases,
they knew but made it clear they
simply did not care. 
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Panther Pride
Janet Lutha, a sophomore therapeutic recreation major, paints a little bit of Panther
pride on the cheek of Marissa Pasillas, 4-years-old, under the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Walkway Saturday morning. Face painting was one of the many
activities offered this Family Weekend.
ST. LOUIS (AP) - A federal appeals court ruled
Friday that bans on a type of late-term abortion in three
Midwestern states were unconstitutional. 
A panel of the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
separately on cases from Nebraska, Arkansas and Iowa,
issuing all three rulings the same day because the cases
were so similar. The cases involve the procedure that
opponents call “partial-birth abortion.”
The three states are among 28 that have adopted bans
of the procedure since 1995, although the courts have
blocked or limited enforcement in 19 of those states. In
1997, President Clinton vetoed a national late-term abor-
tion ban. The House voted to override, but the Senate sus-
tained the veto. 
In the Midwestern cases, the court cited concerns about
the vagueness of the laws–measures the judges believed
could be read to prohibit common abortion procedures. 
The abortion procedure involves partially extracting a
fetus, legs first, through the birth canal, cutting the skull
and draining the contents. 
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred. Also
need receptionist with computer
skills. Must be willing to work with
children. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
______________________12/13
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
MANAGE A BUSINESS ON
YOUR CAMPUS!!  Versity .com
an internet note taking company
is looking for an entrepreneurial
student to run our business on
your campus. Manage students,
make tons of money, excellent
opportunity!  Apply online at
www.versity.com, contact
Jobs@versity.com or call (734)
483-1600 ext. 888.
______________________10/12
Farm Help Wanted. Experience
Preferred. Call after 3 or leave
message. 348-8906
_______________________9/27
ATTENTION: Own a Computer?
Put it to work!  $25-75 hr PT/FT.
888-685-1400. www.work-from-
home.net/super
_______________________9/28
Expanding our staff-hiring ener-
getic delivery drivers with good
attitude. Apply in person at Joey’s
- 405 A Lincoln Ave. after 2 p.m.
_______________________9/28
Position available for Driver.
Waitress at China 88. Apply in
person at 1140 Lincoln Ave.
_______________________9/30
Own a Computer?  Put it to Work!
$25-$75/hr. PT/FT  1-877-864-
7811. www.ProsperityOne.com.
_______________________10/7
A CNA FOR 47 YEAR OLD
FEMALE WITH MULTIPLE SCLE-
ROSIS. SAT. AND SUN.
EVENINGS FOR 2 HOURS 8:00
P.M.-10:00 P.M. $8.00/HR. CALL
348-6678.
_______________________9/30
Waitress needed, must be willing
to work weekend/midnight shift.
Apply at Gill’s, 1121 Dewitt,
Mattoon
_______________________9/28
WANTED!!  STUDENTS to fill
vacancies left by last years’ grad-
uates!  NEW WAGE SCHEDULE!
Professional employment oppor-
tunities available after graduation.
If you are looking for experience
working with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
small residential setting, come to
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Ave., Charleston, IL 61920 and
complete an employment applica-
tion!!  E.O.E.
______________________12/13
FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200
Fundraiser for student groups and
organizations. Earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app. Call for info or
visit our website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext.
125. www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________9/27
SHOW ME THE MONEY!  Are
you earning 40 to 50K?  Local
Company Expanding  into new
New Markets Looking for (5)
Highly Motivated / Self Starter
aggressive Customer Service
Reps. High Commissions and
Extensive Product Line. Call Mon.
- Wed. 10am till 1pm 348-6484.
Prior sales experiance helpful but
not necessary.
_______________________9/29
Female needed to help with files,
this week. Later, some lite house-
hold duties (Oct). 348-1550 and
leave name, number and availabil-
ity.
_______________________9/30
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
______________________12/13
3 bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 345-
6621.
______________________12/13
1 Bedroom apartment available.
All utilities paid. Close to campus.
348-0006
______________________12/13
Why Rent?  100% financing for
1st time buyers. A good job and
good credit can qualify you. Call
(217) 446-8480.
______________________10/13
FEMALE sublessor needed for
2nd St. Apt for Spring ‘00. Please
call ASAP!  345-5464.
_______________________10/1
FEMALE SUBLESSOR needed
ASAP. 2 Blocks from Campus.
Own Bedroom, furnished.
$200/month. 348-6316.
_______________________9/30
Two Bedroom Apartment, partially
furnished, backyard, basement,
washer & dryer, off street parking,
close to the square in quiet area,
trash included for spring and sum-
mer. Call 345-5557
_______________________10/8
Earn income by linking others to
new website. If interested e-mail
mjgrimm@mtco.com or call
(309)263-1248 and leave mes-
sage.
_______________________9/30
386 Computer, color, printer, Word
Perfect 6. Good for Word pro-
cessing-$200, 348-1876.
_______________________9/30
1997 Hyundai Tiburon, 55k miles,
PS, PB, DW, 5 Speed, Alloy
wheels, balance of warranty,
$9500, o.b.o. Call 348-3317.
_______________________10/1
Double Loft $100 and single loft
$50. Call Michelle @ 348-1057.
_______________________9/30
Computer For Sale. P133
Windows ‘95. Y2K Compliant,
Office 2000 28.8 modem. 15”
monitor, mouse. keyboard plus
more $400 obo. Joey 581- 5592.
_______________________10/8
Must Sell- new 2 single beds, mat-
tresses and frames.
Entertainment Center- affordable.
_______________________10/1
HP DeskJet 682C Printer, $100 or
best offer. Call 348-5102.
_______________________9/29
Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623. Hours
Monday to Friday 10 am-7 pm,
Saturday 10 am-4 pm. Adult room
and smoke shop.
______________________12/13
Wanna look great!  Call Jessie at
Coed Hairstyling. 348-7818. 7th
street & Lincoln.
_______________________9/29
Jamaican tan in Regular bed 10
for $27 or one month unlimited
$35.Super bed/ Stand-up 10 for
$37 or one month unlimited $45.
Sign up for free drawing every
month. Call 348-0018.
_______________________9/30
ROSES ARE RED
PICKLES ARE GREEN
PIZZA’S A HOLLERBUT JOEY’S
A SCREAM
_______________________9/28
Tutor needed for Finance 3710.
Willing to pay money. Call 348-
8985.
_______________________9/30
Join BACCHUS!  Monday nights
at 7:00 p.m. in the Casey Room  of
the MLK Union.
_______________________9/27
Join BACCHUS! Encourage and
educate others to make healthy
decisions about alcohol, drugs,
sexual health and safety. Monday
nights at 7 in the Casey room.
_______________________9/27
Welcome back students!  Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25. 618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
______________________12/13
Emily Darelius of Tri-Sigma -
Congrats on getting Treasurer of
Junior Greek Council!  We are so
proud, Your Sisters
_______________________9/27
To the Men of Sigma Phi Epsilon -
We had so much fun at our Buffet
Bash!  Thanks for showing us a
great time!  The Ladies of Sigma
Sigma Sigma
_______________________9/27
Congratulations to Kristin Deitrich
of Tri Sigma for getting 1st VP
Elect of PHC!  Love, Your Sisters
_______________________9/27
Way to go Tri Sigma for getting
2nd in IMs!  Keep up the hard
work!
_______________________9/27
To the women of ASA: Our sister-
hood was really fun, let’s do it
again soon!  The Sigmas
_______________________9/27
LOST: Cambridge burgundy daily
planner Lost since Monday Sept.
20, 1999. If found, call 581-2233-
ask for Erica.
_______________________9/27
SPRING BREAK 2000-PLAN
NOW!  Cancun, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Jamaica & S.Padre.
Reliable TWA flights. America’s
best prices & packages. Book
now and SAVE!  Campus Reps
wanted- earn FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP  www.student-
express.com
______________________10/21
SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta.
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8 starting at
$329 (5nts). New Years in MEXI-
CO via TWA Dec. 28 (5nts) and
Jan 2 (6nts) Book now!  1-800-
TOUR-USA www.studentex-
press.com
______________________10/27
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
Spring Break 2000.
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to pro-
mote Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel
FREE!!  Top campus reps can
earn a Free Trips & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Jamaica, or
Nassau!  Book Trips On-Line Log
In and win FREE Stuff. Sign Up
Now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com or 800/293-
1443.
_______________________9/27
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
“2000”. ALL destinations offered.
Trip participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
______________________10/26
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THE COUNSELING CENTER.  Lifeskills workshop on
Tuesday, Sept. 28th at 7:00pm in the Effingham Room,
MLK Union.  “Choosing Happiness” presented by Sandy
Cox, Counseling Center.  This workshop will address the
concept of happiness and how to achieve a higher level of
happiness by being more mindful of meaning in life’s expe-
rience.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Communion Service on
Monday, Sept. 27th at 12:05 in the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Habitat general meet-
ing on Monday, Sept. 27th at 8pm in the Arcola-Tuscola Rm
of the Union.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.   General
Meeting, Sept. 27, 7:00pm in Lumpkin Hall room #117.
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE. Semester Discard Sale
from Sept. 27th - Oct. 1.  Daily 9:00am - 3:00pm.  Will be
held at Textbook Rental in Pemberton Hall.  Great Prices
starting at $.25 and up.
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA.  Meeting on Monday, Sept. 27th
at 5:30 in Blair Hall Rm. 207.  If you have any questions or
can not attend, please call Kari at 581-3635.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT.
First meeting of the Semester tonight at 7:30 pm in 121
Coleman Hall.  Want to know what alternative spirituality is
all about?  Come find out!!
CampusClips
For rent
Sublessors
Make money
For sale
Announcements
Personals
Lost and found
Travel
Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
One of those was a 16-yard touchdown pass to
split end Paul Massat in the back of the endzone
where it looked like he would have to throw the ball
away.
As far as any so-called quarterback controversy
goes, Romo made some great plays and delivered
when asked. Eastern is not a run-and-shoot team, so
Romo’s final stats of 9-of-12 passing for 134 yards,
two touchdowns and a pick in little more than two
quarters of play are encouraging – for next year
when Buich is gone.
And if anything else, it’s comforting to know
Romo can step in and sufficiently run the offense if
asked again.
But for now, any quarterback controversy should
be just what it was Saturday at O’Brien – mumblings
under people’s breath.
With Saturday’s win over Tennessee-Martin, it
showed a total team effort and support from every-
one is necessary if Eastern, now 1-3, is going to
completely bounce back from the 0-3 start and actu-
ally play competitively against Ohio Valley
Conference teams.
One good example is after Romo’s 16-yard touch-
down pass to Massat, Buich – bum knee and all –
was one of the first people out on the field to con-
gratulate the backup quarterback.
“I love Anthony. He’s great,” Romo said. “For
him to come out and support me, that’s great.”
It goes far beyond just Buich supporting Romo.
Spoo said he noticed a definite difference in the
team this week as opposed to the previous three loss-
es.
“I think we came in with a unified effort and I
think that’s important,” Spoo said. “Playing as a
group is important. I’m not sure we had that and cer-
tainly (the game against Southern Illinois) is an
example of that.”
Tied 21-all at half against a team that had only
won two games in its last 25, it would have been
easy for Eastern to give up.
“Nobody stopped believing,” Romo said. “We
hung together as a team for the first time.”
Eastern also shut out a team in a half for the first
time this year by blanking the Skyhawks after half-
time.
“It was disgusting,” Panther linebacker Brian
Jones said of the defense’s first-half effort. “They’re
averaging 14 points a game and they scored 21 in the
first half. Then we got our heads out of our asses.”
Apparently the mystery of the Eastern defense,
ranked second to last in Division I-AA, has been
solved.
After all, not even the best athletes can play good
defense when there’s a head up their ass.
Merda
from Page 12
Need money?
Sell your stuff
in the classifieds
and be rich.
Volleyball team gets split in conference action
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
Heading back to their hotel
Friday night after pounding
Tennessee State (0-14, 0-5) in three
games, 15-3, 15-5, 15-12, interim
head coach Andrew Epperly and his
Panther volleyball squad briefly
reflected on their easy victory in
which every player saw action on the
floor.
They also began to look ahead to
what they thought would be a typical,
solid Ohio Valley Conference match
against Austin Peay the next day.
However, when the Panthers arrived
at the hotel Friday night, they found
out they might have a lot more than
an average match on their hands.
“When we got back after the
match Friday night, we found out
SEMO (Southeast Missouri State)
was staying at our hotel,” Epperly
said. “We found out they had lost to
Austin Peay in four games, so then
we knew we’d have our hands full
Saturday night.”
But even knowing the Lady
Governors defeated the defending
tournament champions and perennial
conference powerhouse Othakians
didn’t prepare Eastern for what it
would encounter in Clarksville,
Tenn.
The Panthers (8-5, 3-1) got off to
a slow start against Austin Peay and
dropped the first game 17-15. They
then bounced back to take the second
and third games 15-2 and 15-3,
respectively, before dropping the
final games by the scores of 15-9 and
15-13.
“I was really surprised they were
that good, and even SEMO was sur-
prised,” Epperly said. “Our girls
knew it would be a good match, but
didn’t expect that.”
What was even more frustrating
for Epperly is that Eastern out-played
Austin Peay (10-5, 4-0) in every sta-
tistical category.
“When you look at the stat sheet,
we led in every category,” Epperly
said. “We had the most kills, set-
assists, service aces, digs and blocks
and we still lost.
“I don’t know how that can hap-
pen, I guess it was one of those fluke
matches,” he said. “If you look at the
stat sheet, we win. I’m not sure how
we didn’t, and I didn’t know what to
say to the team after I saw the stat
sheet.”
What also made the match a dis-
appointment for Epperly is that his
team had a chance to come away
with a win after three games.
“It’s disappointing anytime you
take a team to five games, and you
could have, and perhaps should have
won the match in three games,” he
said.
Epperly’s answer to that problem
will be to place more emphasis on
the first game of the match and per-
haps to make some lineup changes.
“We need to make a great deal of
improvement on the first game,”
Epperly said. “The same thing hap-
pened last Tuesday against Saint
Louis, so I think we need to place
more emphasis on coming out of the
blocks better in game one.”
Epperly may also look to mix
things up with the personnel he sends
out on the floor.
“You hate to lose a five-game
match you know you could have put
away,” he said. “So maybe I’ll toy
around with the lineup and see what
happens.
“I’ve got six spots on the floor,
and eight or nine girls I can plug out
there, so I need to figure out that
magic lineup,” Epperly said. “But it’s
a good problem to have, I’d rather
have too much talent then not
enough.”
Austin Peay’s performance over
the weekend opens up an already
competitive conference race even
more.
“The good thing is that SEMO
lost to (Austin Peay) also, so we did-
n’t lose any ground in that regard,”
Epperly said. 
“This is a competitive conference,
and I guarantee there will not be a
single team that goes undefeated in
this conference.
“But the conference race is really
wide open,” he said. “It’s a five horse
race with us, SEMO, Murray, Peay
and Tech.”
By Dusty Cookson
Staff writer
Coming off the home opening
win last weekend over Southern
Illinois, Eastern’s women’s rugby
team was looking to put together
back to back wins. But after an
impressive 72-0 win last weekend,
Illinois was looking to play the
role of spoiler for  coach Frank
Graziano and the Panthers, who
came up short 14-5 on Sunday.
“They played really well, but
Illinois is just a really, really good
team,” Graziano said.  
Although Eastern’s offensive
effort was shut down most of the
afternoon, their defensive tough-
ness is what proved to keep the
contest within reach.  
“We had to scratch and claw
for every point we got,” Graziano
said. 
“We showed a lot of toughness.
We proved to ourselves how tough
we can be.”
Graziano also was impressed
with the amount of emotion the
team played with during the game.
“We played with a lot of emo-
tion,” Graziano said. “Games like
this are supposed to hurt.”
He also pointed out mental
mistakes at critical times hurt as
well. 
“When we got into real critical
moments and we needed some
real good executions, we made
some little mental mistakes,”
Graziano said. 
But according to him, that’s
nothing that can’t be repaired. 
Despite the loss, Graziano was
pleased with his team’s overall
performance, especially with the
intensity. 
“We played them toe to toe, but
the ball didn’t quite bounce our
way,” he said. 
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U of I is too much to handle
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
An Eastern women’s rugby player tries to elude an Illinois defender Sunday afternoon at the Lakeside rugby fields. The
Panthers lost 14-5.
Women’s rugby team drops home game, 14-5
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore
20%
Off  Greek Merchandise
Now Through Saturday!
Store Hours:
Monday  - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
27
29
28
30
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
The Eastern basketball team
Friday announced the hiring of a
new assistant coach.
Troy Collier, a former basket-
ball team captain at Eastern, has
returned to Charleston to serve
as an assistant under head coach
Rick Samuels, who is preparing
to begin his 20th season at the
helm for the Panthers.
“We’re very fortunate to hire
Troy because he’s familiar with
our program and recruiting our
region,” Samuels said in a press
release.
Collier was team captain for
Eastern in 1994 and lettered
three times as a point guard for
the Panthers from 1991-94.
“He’s young, enthusiastic
and aggressive,” Samuels said.
“So he brings some real positive
attributes to our program.”
Samuels also believes Collier
will be a great attribute to his
program in regards to recruiting.
“He will relate well to our
players,” Samuels said. “And
certainly be a fine representative
for the university when he’s on
the road recruiting.”
Collier, who is originally
from Danville, has worked in
corporate management as an
executive in recruiting and labor
relations for the past three years.
Collier was a member of the
United Technologies MBA
Council and University
Relations Team from 1996-98.
In 1998, he was the recipient of
the company’s technologies
recruiting contributions award.
Collier earned two masters
degrees in business administra-
tion and sports management
from the University of Illinois in
1996. 
Collier earned his bachelor’s
degree in sociology from
Eastern in 1994. 
Men’s hoops team hires
new assistant coach
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
The women’s soccer team opened
up Ohio Valley Conference play on a
positive note with a 2-1 overtime vic-
tory at Morehead State on Saturday.
The Panthers received goals from
Ida Hakkanson and Carole Griggs in
the winning effort.
Griggs scored the game-winning
goal in overtime at the 11:40 mark off
a feed from Hakkanson.
“Yesterday she was more aggres-
sive, with and without the ball,”
Acting head coach Adam Howarth
said of Griggs’ effort.
Hakkanson scored the first goal of
the day at the 43:30 mark. Valerie
Pourch picked up an assist on the
play.
Howarth is pleased with the way
Hakkanson has played thus far.
“She’s definitely doing a good job
and she’s been playing very well,”
Howarth said.
Although it took the Panthers until
overtime to seal the victory, Eastern
was in control throughout.
“We’re pretty happy overall. We
pretty much dominated the game
throughout,” Howarth said.
The Panthers were coming off of
a four-game losing streak and the
team knew coming into this game it
was going to be important to pick up
a victory.
“From a psychological stand-
point, getting back into the winning
ways is a good way to get into OVC
play,” Howarth said.
“We needed it from the standpoint
that it was our first conference game.
Our goal is still to win the OVC and
this was kind of the first step up the
ladder.”
The Panthers will try to get some
home cooking going this week as
they play three critical games at
home. Tuesday, the Redbirds of
Illinois State will invade Charleston
and Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech will try to derail the Panthers in
Charleston Friday and Sunday.
Women’s soccer team opens
conference play with a win
Hey everybody! Want to be some of the coolest cats on
campus? Write sports for the Daily Eastern News.
Simply put, it’s one heck of a good time. Call 7944.
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
No events scheduled
Tuesday
4 p.m. – Women’s soccer vs. Illinois 
State (at Lakeside Field).
7 p.m. – Men’s soccer at Belmont
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
New York 94 61 —
Boston 89 66 5.0
Toronto 79 77 15.5
Baltimore 77 78 17.0
Tampa Bay 67 89 27.5
Central Division
W L GB
x-Cleveland 95 61 —
Chicago 69 85 25.0
Detroit 63 90 30.0
Minnesota 63 91 31.5
Kansas City 62 93 32.5
West Division
W L GB
Texas 92 63 —
Oakland 84 71 8.5 
Seattle 76 78 15.0
Anaheim 65 91 27.5
Sunday’s Results
Baltimore 8, Boston 5
Cleveland 11, Toronto 7
Chicago 3, Minnesota 0
Detroit 6, Kansas City 1
Tampa Bay 6, New York 5
Texas 10, Oakland 6
Seattle 3, Anaheim 2
Today’s Games
Kansas City at Detroit, 3:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Boston, 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at New York, 6:35 p.m.
Chicago at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Seattle at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Tuesday’s Games
New York at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
Toronto at Tampa Bay, 6:05 p.m.
Boston at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Detroit at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Kansas City, 7:05 p.m.
Seattle at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Oakland at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
Atlanta 99 57 —
New York 92 64 7.0
Philadelphia 74 82 25.0
Montreal 64 92 35.0
Florida 62 94 37.0
Central Division
W L GB
Houston 94 63 —
Cincinnati 93 63 0.5
Pittsburgh 75 79 17.5
St. Louis 72 83 22.0 
Milwaukee 71 84 23.0
Chicago 64 92 29.5
West Division
W L GB
Arizona 95 60 –
San Francisco 83 73 12.5
San Diego 73 82 22.0
Los Angeles 73 82 22.0
Colorado 70 86 25.5
Sunday’s Results
Atlanta 10,  Montreal 0
Philadelphia 3, New York 2
Cincinnati 7, St. Louis 5 (12)
Pittsburgh 8, Chicago 4
Arizona 7, San Francisco 1
Colorado 8, Florida 6
Milwaukee 11, Houston 3
Today’s Games
St Louis at Cincinnati, 11:35 p.m.
Florida at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Colorado at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
Tuesday’s Games
Florida at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Chicago at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta at New York, 6:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Houston, 7:05 p.m.
San Diego at St. Louis, 7:05 p.m.
Colorado at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
Los Angeles at San Francisco, 9:05 p.m.
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Miami 2 0 0
New England 2 0 0
Buffalo 2 1 0
Indianapolis 2 1 0
N.Y. Jets 0 3 0
Central
Tennessee 3 0 0
Pittsburgh 2 1 0
Jacksonville 2 1 0
Baltimore 1 2 0
Cleveland 0 3 0
Cincinnati 0 3 0
West
Kansas City 2 1 0
Oakland 2 1 0
Seattle 2 1 0
San Diego 1 1 0
Denver 0 3 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Dallas 2 0 0
Washington 2 1 0
Arizona 1 1 0
N.Y. Giants 1 1 0
Philadelphia 0 3 0
Central
Green Bay 2 1 0
Tampa Bay 2 1 0
Detroit 2 1 0
Chicago 1 2 0
Minnesota 1 2 0
West
St. Louis 2 0 0
San Francisco 1 1 0
New Orleans 1 1 0
Carolina 1 2 0
Atlanta 0 3 0
Sunday’s Results
Baltimore 17, Cleveland 10
Buffalo 26, Philadelphia 0
Carolina 27, Cincinnati 3
Kansas City 31, Detroit 21
Washington 27, New York 20
Seattle 29, Pittsburgh 10
St. Louis 35, Atlanta 7
Tampa Bay 13, Denver 10
Indianapolis 27, San Diego 19
Green Bay 23, Minnesota 20
Oakland 24, Chicago 17
Tennessee 20, Jacksonville 19
Today’s Game
New York Giants at New England, 8 p.m.
COLLEGE
Football
Eastern 42,Tenn-Martin 21
TENN MARTIN 14 0 0 0 21
EASTERN ILL 14 7 7 14 42
Eastern Ill-Bumphus 45 pass from
Buich (Larner kick)
Tenn Martin-Rapp 5 pass from
Robertson (Moore kick)
Eastern Ill-Gilkey 17 pass from Buich
(Larner kick)
Tenn Martin-Beattie 1 run (Moore kick)
Eastern Ill-Massat 33 pass from
Romo (Larner kick)
Tenn Martin-Redmond 52 pass from
Robertson (Moore kick)
Eastern Ill-Massat 16 pass from
Romo (Larner kick)
Eastern Ill-Brown 3 run (Larner kick)
Eastern Ill-Jr Taylor 8 run (Larner kick)
UTM EIU
First downs 20 29
Rushed-yards 36-147  54-369
Passing yards 224 223
Sacked-yards lost 3-11 0-0
Return yards 21 11
Passes 16-29-0 13-18-1
Punts 4-36.8 1-49.0
Fumbles-lost 5-1 1-0
Penalties-yards 9-53 6-130
Time of possession 26:33 33:27
Individual Statistics
RUSHING:Tenn Martin-Beattie 19-
126, Joyner 3-15, Hampton 2-6,
Robertson 12-0. Eastern Ill-Mcdavid
21-179, Jr Taylor 14-94,
Brown 12-64, Buich 2-15, Grace 3-14,
Massat 1-4, Romo 1-minus 1.
PASSING:Tenn Martin-Robertson 16-
29-0-224. Eastern Ill-Romo
9-12-1-134, Buich 4-6-0-89.
RECEIVING:Tenn Martin-Findley 5-
51, Redmond 4-87, Rapp 2-32,
Larouche 2-14, Greer 1-19, Abel 1-14,
Curtis 1-7. EasternIll-Cutolo 3-61,
Bumphus 2-61, Massat 2-36, Kreke 2-
34, Gilkey1-17, Jr Taylor 1-10, Smith
1-5, Grace 1-minus 1.
Att: 9,212
OVC Football
Standings
OVC  Overall
Western Kentucky 2-0 3-1
Murray State 1-0 1-2
Eastern Illinois 1-0 1-3
Tennessee State 0-0 3-0
Eastern Kentucky 0-0 3-1
Tennessee Tech 0-0 1-1
Tennessee-Martin 0-2 1-3
Southeast Missouri 0-2 0-4
Last Week’s Results
Eastern Illinois 42,
Tennessee-Martin 21
Western Kentucky 21,
Southeast Missouri 10
Eastern Kentucky 17, Samford 16
Volleyball
Sept. 24 vs.Tennessee State
at Nashville, Tenn.
Eastern Illinois 15   15   15
Tennessee St. 3      5   12
Kills –  Heimann (EIU) (12); Graham
(TSU) (8)
Assists – Brandys (EIU) (19); Reed
(TSU) (19)
Service Aces – Heimann (EIU) (3);
Scwartz (TSU) (2)
Digs – Graham (TSU) (16); Brandys
(EIU) (9)
Hitting Percentage – Hahn (EIU)
(.429); Schwartz (TSU) (.292)
Sept. 25 vs Austin Peay
at Clarksville, Tenn.
Eastern Illinois 15   15   15    9   13
Austin Peay 17     2   13   15  15
Kills – Liss (EIU) (21); Sowinski
(APU) (21)
Assists – Glieber (APU) (65); Ramos
(EIU) (37)
Service Aces – Sowinski (APU) (4);
Cutler (EIU) (3)
Digs – Glieber (APU) (31); Cutler
(EIU) (24), Heimann (EiU) (24)
Hitting Percentage – Brooks (APU)
(.300) Przekwas (EIU) (.289)
OVC Volleyball
Standings
OVC Overall
Austin Peay 4-0 10-5
Tennessee Tech 3-0 5-5
Eastern Illinois 3-1 8-5
Middle Tennessee 3-1 7-7
Murray State 3-2 7-5
Southeast Missouri 1-1 8-5
Eastern Kentucky 1-3 4-9
Morehead State 1-3 2-12
Tennessee-Martin 0-3 3-9
Tennessee State 0-5 0-14
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Eastern 2, Morehead State 1
Eastern  1 0 1 2
Morehead State 1 0 0 1
Goals – Eastern – Ida Hakkanson (V.
Pourch) 43:30; Carole Griggs (Ida
Hakkanson) 43:30;
Morehead State – Erin Duemmel
(McArnar) 43:30;
Saves – Eastern — Grazcyk 1;
Morehead State – Gordon 13;
MEN’S SOCCER
Sept. 25 at Loyola (Chicago)
Eastern Illinois 1 0 -0 -1
Loyola 1 -0 1 2
Goals: EIU – Perry (unassisted);
Loyola – Klacko (penalty kick), Brinka
(Szewczyk)
Saves: EIU – Waguespack 8; Loyola –
Trimberger 5
Sept. 26 at Northwestern
Eastern Illinois 1 0 1
Northwestern 0 0 0
Goals: EIU – Fredin (Anderson)
Saves: EIU – Waguespack 2; NU
Keeler 1
TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX – Activated
LHP Scott Eyre from the 15-day dis-
abled list. Recalled 1B Jeff Liefer from
Charlotte of the International League.
Purchased the contract of RHP
Tanyon Sturtze from Charlotte.
Designated 1B Mario Valdez for
assignment.
OAKLAND ATHLETICS – Recalled
RHP Kevin Jarvis from Vancouver of
the PCL.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS – Recalled
LHP John Bail and RHP Gary Glover
from Syracuse of the International
League.
National League
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS – Named
Bob Gebhard special assistant to the
general manager.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
GREEN BAY PACKERS – Placed TE
Mark Chmura on injured reserve.
Activated LB Jude Waddy from the
suspended list.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
DALLAS STARS – Assigned D
Richard Jackman, C Greg Leeb, LW
Jon Sim and G Marty Turco to
Michigan of the IHL.
LOS ANGELES KINGS – Assigned
RW Pavel Rosa to Long Beach of the
IHL.
NASHVILLE PREDATORS – Re-
assigned D Jeff Kealty, D Richard
Lintner and D Karlis Skrastins to
Milwaukee of the IHL.
OTTAWA SENATORS – Signed C
Mike Fisher to a multiyear contract.
American Hockey League
SYRACUSE CRUNCH – Released G
Alan Hitchen, RW Vince Malts.
ON THIS DAY
1894 – Aqueduct race track
opened its doors. The building
was torn down in 1955 and the
new Aqueduct reopened Sept. 14,
1959.
1947 – Armed, then the world’s
leading money-winning thorough-
bred, met 1946 Kentucky Derby
winner Assault in the first
$100,000 winner-take-all match
race, at Belmont Park. Armed
posted an easy victory over
Assault, who was not in peak rac-
ing condition.
1950 – Ezzard Charles won a
unanimous 15-round decision over
Joe Louis at Yankee Stadium to
retain the world heavyweight title.
1975 – Kansas quarterback Nolan
Cromwell rushed for an NCAA-
record 294 yards in a 20-0 victory
over Oregon State.
1992 – World champion Nigel
Mansell set a single-season victo-
ry record, leading from start to fin-
ish in the Portuguese Grand Prix
for his ninth win of the Formula
One season.
1996 – San Francisco’s Barry
Bonds became only the second
player to hit 40 homers and steal
40 bases in a season. Jose
Canseco was the other. Bonds,
who had 42 homers, stole his 40th
base in a 9-3 win over Colorado.
Ryder Cup:
Simply unbelievable
BROOKLINE, Mass. (AP) –
All Ben Crenshaw asked his
Ryder Cup team to do was
believe, and the Americans
responded with a comeback that
was simply unbelievable.
Justin Leonard rolled in two
long birdie putts, the last one
completing the greatest come-
back in Ryder Cup history that
allows the United States to keep
the 17-inch gold chalice on this
soil for the first time since 1993.
With one match still on the
course, the Americans were
assured 14 1/2 points, the
amount they needed to win but
an amount few believed they
could get.
Despite a 10-6 deficit going
into the final round, despite the
fact no team has ever come back
from more than two points on
the last day, Crenshaw refused
to give in.
“I’m a big believer in fate,”
he warned Saturday night, wag-
ging his finger with a wink.
Believe it!
Those were fitting words
from Crenshaw, who won the
1995 Masters after the death of
his longtime teacher Harvey
Penick. At the time, he said he
felt it was Penick’s spirit guid-
ing him along.
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The men of
Pi Kappa Alpha
proudly announce
Lindsey
Lavery
of 
Alpha Gamma Delta
as their new
Dream Girl!
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
DELIVERY SPECIAL!
1 LARGE 3 TOPPING PIZZA
and Qt. of COKE
$10.75 
Happy  21st  Dee
Now you have 
something to do on
the weekends!
UNIVERSITY THEATRE presents
8 p.m. September 30
8 p.m. October 1,2,8,9
2 p.m. October 10
in the Studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8 adults, $6 seniors, $3.50 students
Call 581-3110
Tickets on sale now!
the daily eastern news
advertise.
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
By David Pump
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s soccer team has-
n’t put the number of goals in net this
season that it has in the past, but the
end result still has been wins.
The Panthers (4-4) used a strong
defensive effort Sunday to win 1-0 at
Northwestern. The Wildcats (1-7)
still managed to outshoot Eastern, 9-
7, in a physical game that tallied a
combined 31 fouls.
Tim Fredin notched the lone goal
for the Panthers with nine minutes
remaining in the first half blasting a
shot into the upper right hand corner
of the net past Wildcat goalkeeper
Matt Keller. Junior midfielder Scott
Anderson assisted on the goal, which
was Fredin’s second goal of the sea-
son.
With only three games remaining
before the start of conference play,
Eastern needs to get the offense click-
ing before Southwest Missouri visits
Lakeside Field on Oct. 15.
The Panthers were outshot 10-5
Friday evening at Loyola (Chicago),
but it wasn’t until the 100th minute
that a winner was decided.  
The Ramblers’Alex Brinka found
the back of the net off a head pass
from Derek Szewczyk in the first
overtime giving the host team the vic-
tory.
Eastern forward Derrick Perry tal-
lied the first goal on the afternoon
beating Rambler goalkeeper Joseph
Trimberger 21 minutes into the con-
test.  
Loyola tied the game scoring 10
minutes later on a penalty kick. Matt
Klecko beat Eastern goalkeeper Ryan
Waguespack, who made eight saves
on the afternoon.
Men’s soccer team
blanks Northwestern
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
At halftime of Eastern’s 42-
21 victory over Tennessee-
Martin, the 1998 Ohio Valley
Conference Championship
baseball team marched out on
the field to be recognized for
it’s accomplishments.
That cere-
mony must
have had a
big impact on
the Panther
d e f e n s i v e
unit. Immediately following the
halftime activities, Eastern’s
defense returned to the field and
pitched a second-half shutout.
“What adjustments we did
make at halftime were very sig-
nificant,” head coach Bob Spoo
said following his team’s first
win of the season. “We played
so much better and shut them
down.”
Eastern moves to 1-3 on the
season, 1-0 in OVC play.
After giving up 21 first-half
points to a Skyhawk team (1-3,
0-2) that averages only 14 a
game, the defense tightened and
allowed only 129 yards of total
offense in the final two quarters.
“You could actually feel the
difference in the huddle,” junior
linebacker Brian Jones said. 
“We played emotional foot-
ball. It (the first half) was dis-
gusting. They were averaging
14 points a game and they
scored 21 in the first half. Then
we got our heads out of our
asses.”
On the other side of the ball,
the Panther offense took advan-
tage of the OVC’s worst
defense, racking up 592 yards
in total offense, even though
most of the day the offense was
under the guidance of redshirt
freshman quarterback Tony
Romo.
Romo entered the game mid-
way through the second quarter
after senior Anthony Buich
became the latest Panther to fall
to injury. Buich went down with
a twisted knee and is expected
to be back in the lineup next
week.
Eastern grabbed the lead for
good on its opening drive in the
third quarter. 
A 48-yard run from junior
back Jabarey McDavid brought
the Panthers to the UTM 37-
yard line. An 18-yard reception
by tight end Nathan Kreke set
up a Panther score two plays
later off a 16-yard pass from a
scrambling Romo to split end
Paul Massat.
The Panther air attack picked
apart the UTM secondary most
of the day, amassing 223 yards. 
Romo finished the day com-
pleting 9-of-12 pass attempts,
while throwing for two touch-
downs.
“Tony did an excellent job
coming in for Buich,” Spoo
said. “Tony came in and ran the
offense beautifully.”
The Panther ground game
also came alive. 
Junior Jabarey McDavid
paced the team with a career-
high 179 yards, while redshirt
freshman J.R. Taylor added 94
yards.
Watson Watch
Buccaneers 13, Broncos 10
Game stats:
Kick returns:
3-62 yds; 20.7 avg.
Punt returns:
5-40 yds; 8.0 avg.
Upon
Further
Review...
SportsThe Daily Eastern News12 MondaySeptember 27, 1999
Pigs in slop
Whatever adjustments were made with
the offensive line appeared to have worked.
After shifting some personnel around,
Eastern started the game with only one hog
under 300 pounds. Junior Matt Muehling
moved over to back-up tight end, while
Brian Frana moved into his spot at center.
Redshirt freshman Matt Shober moved into
the right guard spot vacated by Frana.
The new and improved offensive line now
averages 309 pounds. 
After allowing 15 sacks in the first three
games of the season, the hogs did not let the
Skyhawk defense sack either of Eastern’s
quarterbacks.
They also made running the ball a little
easier.
“The offensive line did a superb job
today,” junior Jabarey McDavid said. “I was-
n’t getting touched until I was four or five
yards down the field.”
The Panthers rushed for 369 yards, 179 of
which came from McDavid. The output was
McDavid’s career best. Redshirt freshman
J.R. Taylor added 94 yards and sophomore
Wayne Brown ran for 64.
“The offensive line did some good
things,” head coach Bob Spoo said. “There
seemed like there was a lot of room for us.”
Littering the field
Although the Panthers won handily, it
wasn’t pretty at times. The field was littered
with yellow flags through most of the game.
The Panthers were penalized 16 times,
costing them 130 yards and brought back a
couple of would-be big plays.
“We did some good things, but there were
a few penalties and personal fouls,” Spoo
said. “A lot of penalties really hurt us. They
took us out of field position and nullified a
couple of big plays.”
UTM had its share of penalties, although
it didn’t have as many as Eastern. The
Skyhawks were penalized nine times for 53
yards.
Sharing the wealth
With the Panthers’ top two receivers –
Seth Willingham and Phil Taylor – missing
games because of injuries, the Panther
offense spread the ball around amongst eight
different receivers.
Frank Cutolo and Will Bumphus were the
main recipients, totaling 61 yards each.
Hold your excitement
While the Panthers did get a much needed
win over UTM, the coaches warned there is
nothing to get overly excited about.
Eastern got its first win of the season, and
more importantly a conference win, but this
is a Skyhawk team that has been the doormat
of the OVC for several years.
UTM has now lost 24 of its last 26 games.
“It’s only going to get tougher,” Spoo
said. “You would like to dominate them out
there, but we didn’t. It’s only going to get
tougher, so enjoy it while you can.”
With honors
Two Panthers were honored by the OVC
this week for their performances Saturday.
McDavid was named offensive Player of
the Week for his career-best efforts while quar-
terback Tony Romo received Newcomer of the
Week honors.
Romo came in for the injured Anthony
Buich in the second quarter. The redshirt fresh-
man finished the game 9-of-12 for 134 yards.
He threw two touchdowns and one intercep-
tion.
Midway through the second quar-ter, on a 2nd-and-10 play fromEastern’s own 28 yard line,Panther quarterback Anthony
Buich dropped back to pass. He was drilled
by a Tennessee-Martin defender and the
crowd went silent as Buich rolled on the
ground and clutched his knee.
Redshirt freshman quarterback Tony
Romo, who had yet to play a snap in college,
made a mad scramble down the sideline
searching for the shiny ‘EIU’ helmet he’s
never before had to use in a game. Surely that
couldn’t be good.
If Romo couldn’t find his helmet, then
how in the world would he find the receivers
downfield?
But on third down, Romo quickly proved
any skeptics wrong when he threw a bullet to
flanker Will Bumphus for a 16-yard gain and
a first down.
Not bad
for his first
collegiate
play from
scrimmage,
all things
considered.
“I tell
myself
before each
game about
what I have
to do – don’t
get nervous
and go out there and do my job,” Romo said.
“My mouth was about as dry as it possibly
could get,” he said about what it was like
when he stepped on the field for the first time.
“I thought I would need two gallons of
water.”
While he needed lots of water to get rid of
the dryness, Romo quickly poured it on to the
Martin defense. In the first half, or really, the
last half of the second quarter, he was 4-of-5
passing for 80 yards and a touchdown. The
only blemish was a pick near the goalline. 
Romo came right out and continued to
move the offense just as well as Buich.
Almost immediately, the phrase ‘quarterback
controversy’ was being mumbled through the
stands.
Buich’s diagnosis was a twisted knee and
he will likely be able to play next week at
Central Florida. In any case, Eastern head
coach Bob Spoo liked what he saw from
Romo.
“Tony did an excellent job coming in and
backing up Buich and leading the team the
way he did,” Spoo said. “Tony turned some
broken plays into touchdowns.”
Chad Merda
Sports editor
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
Suicide Squeeze
Romo scrambled for more than his helmet
Eastern gets defensive
See MERDA Page 9
UTM
EIU
21
42
Football
Second-half
shutout helps
secure win
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Eastern linebacker Brian Jones drills Tennessee-Martin quarterback Edward Robertson during the Panthers’
42-21 win Saturday. The Panthers’ defense consistently pressured Robertson in the second half, which helped
Eastern hold the Skyhawks scoreless after halftime en route to the win.
